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Academics...

Graph with ISHRAE...
I joined ISHRAE in 1981, and honestly was not really keen to join. I was coerced to join ISHRAE by my Father Prof P.L. Ballaney (one of the founding members of ISHRAE). Though at that time I was young and had just passed out of college, joining these societies made no sense, but I was advised by my mentor Mr M.M. Pande (another stalwart of ISHRAE) that this will help me in many ways in the long run. Surely comparing my present to the former, ISHRAE has played a prominent role in evolution of my career.

Benefits from ISHRAE...
As I mentioned above, when I migrated back from Canada to India, I was a novice to the HVAC industry in India, even though I had served this industry in the past, but I was not familiar with recent undertakings in India for the same. I still recall the time when I attended an ISHRAE conference, my mind evoked, intuiting me that this is the platform which can tie me to the HVAC fraternity across India. Later on I was introduced to the owner of Rolastar by Late Mr Hiru Jahanjani (Editor of ISHRAE Journal). This was pretty much my road to success in India since my return. Then I became an active member in ISHRAE activities and was inducted in the Chapter working committee of Delhi Chapter. In the year 2003, I was designated as the President of the Delhi Chapter. Afterwards in future I became the Regional Director (North) twice in the year 2004 & 2008 respectively and was also appointed as National Treasurer in year 2006. I even served the society in organizing multiple Acrex’s & Acrecon’s in different capacities.

About ISHRAE in one line:
“A step in the right direction”

My words for young ISHRAE Members...
I would advise a very simple thing to the Youth entering the HVAC industry that “It is critically important that HVAC professionals remain united and committed to ISHRAE. Our Industry is a field which has sustainable growth and surely ISHRAE is an industry whose bubble is never going to burst.” HVAC in India has a journey yet to complete. There’s much more to come as the country continues to demand more of HVAC professionals. Certifications play a critical role in the industry now. Gone are the days when testing & commissioning of projects was done with obsolete instruments. The present is reinvigorated with knowledgeable professionals. ISHRAE certifications will become a necessity in the near future. I myself prefer hiring a person from IIE (ISHRAE Institute of Excellence) rather than a college fresher.

So friends I would edict to “wake up” an under graduation or an Engineering Degree is not enough – Head for specializations!!!